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Majumdar’s paper ‘Thinking Through
Making’ has been accepted at the
UCDA Design Education Summit
March 5, 2018
Associate Professor, Santanu Majumdar’s paper “THINKING through MAKING” has been accepted at the UCDA Design
Education Summit: Good Design Works. The conference will take place May 21 – 22, 2018.
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Hoelscher invited to serve as IDSVA
Visiting Scholar/Writing Fellow in Italy
March 5, 2018
BFSDoArt Gallery Director and Assistant Professor Jason Hoelscher was recently invited to serve as IDSVA Visiting
Scholar/Writing Fellow in Spannocchia, Italy in May/June 2018, where he will discuss his artistic and written work with first-
and second-year philosophy PhD students, and discuss strategies for formulating short-term and long-term research
agendas.
Hoelscher will present a paper titled “Art as Information Ecology” at the University of Copenhagen in June 2018, as part of the
SLSA EU conference in Denmark.
Hoelscher’s panel proposal on the topic of “Art and Aesthetics in an Age of Artificial Intelligence” was recently selected for
inclusion at the SECAC conference in Birmingham, Alabama in October 2018.
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